DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY: INEQUALITY AND SOCIAL POLICY SEMINAR

2
Robert E. Hall  
(Stanford)  
The extreme inequality of the burden of unemployment, interim jobs, and brief spells out of the labor force

DECEMBER  
12:00 noon, Harvard Kennedy School, Malkin Penthouse (Littauer 4th floor)

MIND, BRAIN, BEHAVIOR INITIATIVE: MBB LUNCH SERIES

2
Kevin Carney  
(Public Policy)  
Beliefs, time preference, and HIV

Benjamin Bellet  
(Psychology)  
The vulnerability paradox in posttraumatic stress disorder: A product of the neurotic treadmill?

DECEMBER  
12:15 pm, WJH 1550 (lunch available at 12:10 pm)

HARVARD GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION MBE LECTURE SERIES

2
Charles Nelson  
(Boston Children’s Hospital, HMS, and HGSE)  
Sensitive periods in human development: The effects of early profound deprivation on brain-behavioral development

DECEMBER  
2:30 pm, Larsen 203 (14 Appian Way, Cambridge)

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY: CLINICAL JOB TALK

3
Jennifer Forsyth  
(UCLA)  
Schizophrenia: Finding the path from genes to complex syndrome

DECEMBER  
12:00 noon, WJH 105

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY: CLINICAL JOB TALK

4
Aaron Heller  
(University of Miami)  
Combining mHealth with neuroscience to better understand emotion and well-being

DECEMBER  
4:00 pm, WJH 1550

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY: SOCIAL DEMOGRAPHY SEMINAR

5
Robert Hummer  
(University of North Carolina)  
Health disparities among US adults who will soon transition to middle age (with a lagniappe focusing on add health data collection, availability, and future plans).

DECEMBER  
12:00 noon, Harvard Center for Population and Development Studies, 9 Bow Street

HARVARD CENTER FOR POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT STUDIES SEMINAR

6
Jack Smalligan  
(Urban Institute in Washington, DC)  
Policies for an aging labor force: Keeping workers employed after health shocks

DECEMBER  
12:00 noon, Harvard Center for Population and Development Studies, 9 Bow Street